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The greatest country hits of all time

These 10 great rappers all represent a variety of fusion voices, storytelling ability, creativity, and overall influence through the microphone. Rap remains controversial, as it is often misunderstood by outsiders, mocked by the masses as a minor art form. For his part, critic Bill O'Reilly is often blasted for rap as the mouthpiece of a violent and misogynistic street culture. Ironically, O'Reilly largely matches the
Notorious B.I.G. rapper, who once said: The street is a short stop. Either you feed me a crack stone, or you have an evil jump. Yes, the rap game began as a proverbial shrine downtown. Today, however, rap blares from speakers out of rural Minnesota to raging nightclubs in Ibiza, and everywhere in between. At the other end of the spectrum, fans of real hip-hop have been known to blast music executives
for their inclination to put out radio-friendly hits that are fairly easy on lyricism and heavy. A May 2014 Forbes piece praising Iggy Azalea for running hip-hop has not sparked a firestorm of controversy in many industry circles; mainstream popularity does not always translate into masterful technique as an artist. 10. GZA Gza, aka the Genius of the Wu-Tang Clan | Tom Burns/Getty Images Classic Albums:
Enter the WuTang: 36 Chambers/Liquid Swords Gary Grice, aka GZA, aka The Genius, made this list as the primary representative of the Wu Tang Clan. In hip-hop, Wu is similar to the Kennedy dynasty. The group also went on to spin-off scores of acts and affiliates that include killarmy and wu syndicates. The Wu, of course, always felt bigger than all of his parts. These charismatic New York rappers
began to captivate the world's audience after the 1993 release of Enter the Wu Tang: 36 Chambers' debut LP. In Wu, GZA added the best lyrical dexterity to a group that included Method Man's Hollywood appeal, Ghostface Killah's abstract style, Raekwon's comings, RZA production, and the late ODB's outrageous griminess. Method Man stated our form as Voltron and GZA in the head. The GZA delivery
is smooth but authentic, as it is often dismissed by typical rap stories about nightclubs, provocative women, and hard-talk gun-play alongside science and a wide range of philosophies. As a solo act, Liquid Swords was the classic album that crystallized GZA's distinctive technique. This masterpiece was devoid of skits and was well featured in the basic, dark themes of many real RZA productions. 9. Andre
3000 Andre 3000 (R) and Big Boi in Outkast | Scott Gries/Getty Images Classic Album: OutKast's ATLiens Andre Benjamin (aka Andre 3000), along with OutKast partner Big Boi, helped redefinition the Atlanta scene away and party music toward elaborate stories featuring a Southern drawl. For its part, Andre 3000 transformed into a thin, young bowl-cut emcee out of Southwest Atlanta waxing poetic over
one Ball of classic cars, cash, and women is a global celebrity and fashion-forward icon. As a rapper, Andre 3000 experimented with lyrics and backing vocals between the player's lifestyle, jazz, rhythm and blues, and even rock. Between 2002 and 2004, Andre 3000, Big Boi, and OutKast took home a total of six Grammy Awards: Best Rap Performance by a Duo or Group, Album of the Year, and Best Rap
Album in Collaborative Efforts by Stankonia and Speakerboxxx/The Love Below. From there, Andre Benjamin was able to capitalize on the mainstream appeal of the star as an actor in several TV shows and films that included Be Cool, Idlewild, The Shield, and lead roles in Jim [Hendrix]: All is By My Side. As a solo artist, Andre 3000 has always been recognized for his relaxed and somewhat lazy vocal
inflections that serve as the perfect opposite of the often snapping social commentary. 8. AZ Anthony Cruz a.k.a., AZ | Rapradar.com Classic Album: Doe or Die Anthony Cruz, az's legacy is somewhat overshadowed by the star power of nearby ally Nas. Out in Brooklyn, AZ is arguably the most underrated rapper to grace the microphone. He is notable for his relatively high-pitched delivery and aggressive
lyrics that jammed several rhymes in every bar. AZ built his character up as a somewhat unwitting gangster who embraced a life of crime largely out of necessity, but also calculated malice. As such, AZ fits the ongoing Robin Hood narrative, which is insensitive to rap. Rap fans first met AZ as a guest act, tearing through the numbers from Nas's 1994 Illmatic classic. He then released his album Doe or Die,
which strangled listeners to American Life with a dangerously insensitive outlook. 7th Snoop Dogg Snoop Dogg Performs At Coachella | Kevin Winter/Getty Images for Coachella Classic Album: Doggystyle Out of Long Beach, Calif., Snoop Dogg introduced himself to the entertainment world while trading poetry and spikes with Dr. Dre on the soundtrack to the Deep Cover film. From there Snoop played as a
talented protécier who starred heavily throughout Dr. Dre's classic album, Chronic. In 1993, Snoop Dogg made his solo debut with his own critically acclaimed Doggystyle LP. Snoop's lying down, sleek California cool sound inflection delivered the perfect contrast side by side with the blaring, head-banging signature Dr. Dre production. Snoop Dogg will forever be immortalized as the leader of the G-Funk
era, which fused modern hip-hop with soul music from the 1970s. As he matured, Snoop moved on from pop music and achieved unparalleled success, receiving six Grammy Award nominations between 2004 and 2013, according to IMDB. 6. Scarface | Scott Gries/ImageDirect Classic Albums: The Diary, My Homies, and Untouchables Scarface legitimized Southern rap as a leading member of the Geto
Boys group. Its object was typically dark, yet authentic. For the past 20 years, the growling Scarface has wrestled court cases, hustling, total loss, and humiliating deception throughout his storytelling career. If anything, the brazen refusal to submit and change the art, according to whims of industry leaders, has preserved street credibility. Scarface went on to work with the likes of Nas, Tupac, UGK, Jay-Z,
Ice Cube, Too Short, and Dr. Dre, who all applied for the hardcore seal of approval from the Texas rapper. 5th Nas Nas | Frank Micelotta/Getty Images Classic Album: Illmatic exploded with Illmatic in 1994, arguably the greatest hip-hop album of all time. At the age of 19, Nasir Jones issued a compact 10-song banger that caused violent beats, gritty storytelling, sharp snap lines and an absolutely raging fire
on the microphone. From there, the young emcee was ready to fight Notorious B.I.G. and Jay-Z for the coveted New York King's crown for years to come. Over the years Nasty Nas has gone through stages of evolution, turning to the relatively smooth Nas Escobar before attempting to ride down into the sunset as a wise and smug Nastradamus and son of God. Competing rappers took note of Nas's
struggles with commercial navigation, street loans, financial fights and a brutal divorce with kelis entertainer. This has led to some opposition towards Nas, including some hatred coming from Jay-Z, which has brought Nas back in full stride. He declared himself king of New York and the only real rival to Tupac and Biggie Smalls. 4. Jay-Z Jay-Z | Elsa/Getty Images Classic Album: Reasonable Doubt Jay-Z
emerged as the rare personality that successfully melded street cred, popular crowd appeal, swagger, and the classic Horatio Alger rags-to-riches story. As a rapper, Jay-Z may be the most notable for his smooth delivery and authentic voice, which commands listeners to dance. In addition to Nas, rappers 50-Cent, Camron, Jim Jones and Prodigy have resurrected their careers with a jay-z challenge. For
his part, in this game of tough talk, Jay-Z has taken home an unprecedented 19 Grammy Awards, according to Grammy.com. The self-proclaimed Michael Jordan of rap has been spit bars on projects, on the dance floor, and haughtily intellectual. A recent Forbes Celebrity 100 list claimed that Jay-Z had earned $60 million in June 2014. These revenues are largely the result of an extensive empire that
includes sold-out concerts, 40/40 clubs and Def Jam executive compensation. 3. Notorious B.I.G. Source: Wikimedia Commons Classic Album: Ready to Die Notorious B.I.G. built its legend on the power of freestyle battles in the Brooklyn district. Of Jamaican descent, B.I.G.'s booming voice and hint of patois dominated the streets, studios, and dancehall clubs. B.I.G. described himself as The Palpitations
Never. Black and ugly as always. Still, the alliance of Sean Puff Daddy Combs helped create a flamboyant fat man who maintained a penchant for beautiful women, delicious food, and imposing mansions. Collectively, Combs and Smalls emerged as the final response to west coast record label Death Row. The rivalry intensified with the as-yet unsolved shooting and robbery of Tupac Shakur in the hallway
of a Midtown Manhattan studio where the East Coast Bad Boy entourage was present. The East Coast - West Coast rivalry kicked off with a chain of events that led to Biggie Smalls' murder in 1997 when she was shot outside a Los Angeles nightclub. Many industry insiders believed this attack was retaliation for the 1994 murder of Tupac Shakur. 2. Tupac Shakur Tupac Shakur | Spin.com Classic Album:
All Eyez on Me Tupac and his Me Against the World mentality are often bordered by sheer madness. He has openly called for violence against East Coast rappers, disloyal acquaintances, corrupt politicians and even scandalous women. Unlike hard talk, however, there were happy-go-lucky dance blends, love poetry, spiritual leadership, and an ode to Dear Mama. As a self-proclaimed boss-player, Tupac
was arguably the most complex personality to ever approach the microphone. Was Pac the kindred soul sabotaged by the fast life of stardom - or was he a true egomaniac monster who boosted the celebrity platform to inflate breadcrumbs for little people? We can only speculate that Tupac was a kind of chameleon who got different roles according to his particular audience. 1. Rakim Rakim | Astrid
Stawiarz/Getty Images Classic Album: Paid in Full Rakim is the father of today's rap. The wu tang clan's radiant Ghost-faced Killer once said: Rakim is the only god. He taught me how to shake this. Rakim's calm delivery easily carries listeners on their own personal journey to triumph, making money, and the errability of humanity. Partner Eric B.'s intense cutting, manufacturing and scratching skills were in
perfect contrast to Rakim's graceful pun. As a rather precoential youth, Rakim was the subject of insatiable high-minded braggadocio, existential philosophies, and spirituality. To date, Eric B. and Rakim's Paid in Full and 1988 follow-up album Follow the Leader are still considered masterpieces. That's when it began that young Eric B. and Rakim first began combining jazz with synchronised verbal artistry,
inspiring future rappers in musical aesthetics. Check out the Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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